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A space station orbit design mission is characterized by a long-duration and multi-step decision
process. First, the long-duration design process is divided into multiple planning periods, each
of which consists of five basic flight segments. Second, each planning period is modeled as a
multi-step decision process, and the orbital altitude strategies of different flight segments have
interaction effects on each other. Third, a dynamic programming method is used to optimize
the total propellant consumption of a planning period while considering interaction effects. The
step cost of each decision segment is the propellant for orbital-decay maintenance or lifting
altitude, and is calculated by approximate analytical equations and combining a shooting
iteration method. The proposed approach is demonstrated for a typical orbit design problem of
a space station. The results show that the proposed approach can effectively optimize the
design of altitude strategies, and can save considerable propellant consumption for the space
station than previous public studies.
& 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Currently, USA, Russia, etc. have successfully built and
operated several space stations, such as the International
Space Station (ISS) and the Mir space station. A space station,
designed to run in space for years or decades, operates
continuously with various operation missions for long periods
of time. These operation missions include onboard crew
rotations, onboard experiments, flight orbit adjustment, and
docking with resupply spacecraft. Space station mission
planning, which is executed before or during an operation
scenario, focuses on obtaining appropriate operation arrange-
ments, improving station utilization capabilities, and mini-
mizing lifecycle operation cost [1].
Within the space station mission planning, the orbital
design plays an important role [2] and has been the topic ofier Ltd.
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Open access under CC many investigations. The relationships between the orbital
behaviors and the ground coverage, Earth observation and
onboard experiments should be taken into account during
this design process [3]. Among all six orbital elements, the
orbital inclination and the orbital altitude (or the semi-major
axis) are the major design variables. The selection of the
orbital inclination mainly considers the requirements of
Earth-related experiments and the latitudes of major launch
sites. The selection of the orbital altitude needs to consider
many factors, such as requirements of microgravity experi-
ments, altitude decay, capacity of resupply vehicles, and the
compatibility with the launch and docking of resupply
vehicles [4].
The orbital inclination of a space station is usually fixed
during the operational phase once it has been determined
during the design phase [2]. In contrast, the operational
altitude of a space station varies as time changes. The
operational altitude is constrained by two aspects: the
capabilities of resupply vehicles and the altitude-decay
effect of the residual atmosphere [5]. The two categories of
constraints were used by Messerchmid and Bertrand [2]
to determine the orbital altitude of ISS: to prepare an
upcoming docking mission, the altitude of the ISS would
be kept as low as possible to maximize the payload mass
delivered by resupply vehicles; after this docking mission,BY-NC-ND license.
Nomenclature
h initial altitude of each flight segment
Δv impulse of orbital maneuver during each flight
segment
t time of orbital maneuver during each flight
segment
Δm propellant consumption of orbital maneuver
during each flight segment
υ1ðx1;u1Þ step cost of the first decision segment, i.e.
propellant for altitude lifting during the first
altitude-lifting segment
υ2ðx2;u2Þ step cost of the second decision segment, i.e.
propellant for orbit maintenance during the
autonomous flight segment
υ3ðx3;u3Þ step cost of the third decision segment, i.e.
sum propellant for altitude lifting during both
the rendezvous and docking and the second
altitude-lifting segment
υ4ðx4;u4Þ step cost of the fourth decision segment, i.e.
propellant for orbit maintenance during the
complex flight segment
δan semi-major axis deviation
Subscripts
Lift_1 first altitude-lifting segment
Auto autonomous flight segment
RVD rendezvous and docking (RVD) segment
Lift_2 second altitude-lifting segment
Complex complex flight segment
f final
K.-P. Lin et al. / Acta Astronautica 89 (2013) 195–204196the orbit of the ISS would be lifted to the maximum
operational altitude in order to reduce the altitude-decay
effect of the residual atmosphere. This statement by
Messerchmid and Bertrand is consistent with that by
Winters' [5] and Sergeyevsky's [6].
The propellant consumptions of different flight segments
are actually coupled with each other. Previous studies have
limitations that they did not take into consideration the
interaction effects of the orbital altitudes of different flight
segments on the total propellant consumption. When a
docking mission takes place at the lowest operational altitude,
resupply vehicles consume the minimum propellant on
rendezvous maneuvers; when the space station is reboosted
to the highest operational altitude after this docking mission,
it consumes the minimum propellant on altitude-decay
maintenance. However, relative to a higher docking altitude,
a lower one will lead to more propellant consumption on
reboosting maneuvers after the docking mission; relative to a
lower roboosting altitude, a higher one will also lead to more
propellant consumption on reboosting. In consequence, the
altitudes of different flight segments given by previous
approaches could not be the best ones from the point view
of the entire task. In addition, the selection of reboosting
altitude should consider the time of the next resupply and the
effect of orbital decay during this period. Too high reboosting
altitude may result in active maneuvers to reduce the orbital
altitude to satisfy the docking requirement [7]. Consequently,
the selection of space station orbital altitudes is a multi-step
decision problem with interaction relationships between
neighboring flight segments.
The technique of dynamic programming is powerful
and applicable to multi-step decision processes, and has
been applied to the solution to some aerospace mission
planning problems. Several contributions in this area
should be noted here. Lantoine and Russell [8] proposed
a differential dynamic programming algorithm for a low-
thrust optimization problem. Rathinam et al. [9] proposed
a generalized dynamic programming approach to solve
an aircraft departure scheduling problem. Bousson [10] pro-
posed a single grid point dynamic programming method for a
trajectory optimization problem.The goal of this paper is to propose a new approach for
the design of space station orbits by employing the
dynamic programming method. First, the long-duration
orbit design process for a space station is divided into
several planning periods, each of which consists of five
basic flight segments. Second, each planning period is
modeled as a multi-step decision process with considera-
tion of the interaction effects of different flight segments.
Third, the dynamic programming approach is used to
optimize the total propellant consumption.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the design mission of space station orbits and defines the
period planning problem of the orbital design. In Section 3,
the dynamic programming method is briefly presented,
and the period planning problem is modeled as a dynamic
decision structure; in addition, a shooting iteration
method combining analytically approximate models and
numerical trajectory integration is adopted to calculate the
step cost. An illustrative case is presented in Section 4
to demonstrate the proposed approach. Finally, major
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Space station orbit design problem
2.1. Space station orbit design mission
Based on the visiting schedule of resupply vehicles, the
long-duration flight process of the space station is divided
into several basic flight segments, including the altitude-
lifting, autonomous flight, rendezvous and docking (RVD),
and complex flight. The term “complex” denotes the
integrated spacecraft composed by the space station and
the resupply vehicles. In the altitude-lifting segment, the
space station is lifted by maneuvers to the higher reboost-
ing orbit altitude. In the autonomous flight segment, some
maneuvers are executed to maintain the orbital altitude
and to prepare the required phase angle by the next
docking mission [7]. In the RVD segment, the resupply
vehicle maneuvers from its injection orbit to the docking
orbit, while the space station operates as a target vehicle
with no maneuvers. In the complex flight segment, the
K.-P. Lin et al. / Acta Astronautica 89 (2013) 195–204 197space station also executes some maneuvers to maintain
the orbital altitude and to prepare the required phase
angle by the next docking mission.
The total propellant consumption for the whole opera-
tional lifetime of the space station consists of the propellant
for both the orbital decay maintenance and the altitude
lifting. As stated in Section 1, the selection of altitudes for
different mission segments has interaction effects on the
total propellant consumption. The main objective of the
space station orbit design is to select the altitudes of
different segments and the corresponding maneuver stra-
tegies, and then the total propellant consumption could be
minimized. During this multi-step decision process, the
interaction effects between neighboring segments and the
restrictions and requirements by the operation activities on
the space station must be taken into account.
2.2. Period planning model
For the convenience of executing mission planning, the
space station's long-time operational frame is divided into
many increments [1,11]. As shown in Fig. 1, a planning
period of the space station orbit design mission contains
five basic segments: the first altitude-lifting segment, an
autonomous flight segment, a RVD segment, the second
altitude-lifting segment, and a complex flight segment.
The space station orbit design model is formulated based
on the planning period.
2.2.1. Design variables
The design variables include both orbital altitudes and
burn times within each segment.
X¼ ðhLift1; hAuto; hRVD; hLift2; hComplex;
hf ; tLift1ðiÞ; tAutoðjÞ; tRVDðkÞ; tLift2ðlÞ; tComplexðmÞÞT
ði¼ 1; 2; :::; nLift1; j¼ 1; 2; :::; nAuto;
k¼ 1; 2; :::; nRVD; l¼ 1; 2; :::; nLift2;
m¼ 1; 2; :::; nComplexÞ ð1Þ
The definitions of these variables are listed in Table 1.
When the burn time t is given, the maneuver impulse ;
can be calculated according to the semi-major axis (orPlanning Period
Altitude
t0
First altitude-lifting
segment
Rendezvous and
docking segment
Second altitude-lifting
segment
Complex flight
segment
Autonomous
flight segment
Vehicle initial
injection orbit
First altitud
segm
Fig. 1. Planning period of the spaceorbital altitude h) and the eccentricity of the target and the
initial orbits, which are obtained by propagating the
trajectory dynamics equation, i.e. Eq. (6) discussed in detail
in Section 2.3.
2.2.2. Objective function
The maneuver impulses Δv used to adjust the orbital
altitudes h, executed during each flight segment, lead to
propellant consumption Δm, and the total propellant
consumption of each flight segment is used as the objec-
tive function.
min f ðXÞ ¼ ∑
nLift1
i ¼ 1
ΔmLift1ðiÞ þ ∑
nAuto
j ¼ 1
ΔmAutoðjÞ
þ ∑
nRVD
k ¼ 1
ΔmRVDðkÞ þ ∑
nLift2
l ¼ 1
ΔmLift2ðlÞ
þ ∑
nComplex
m ¼ 1
ΔmComplexðmÞ ð2Þ
where ΔmLift1, ΔmAuto, ΔmRVD, ΔmLift2 and ΔmComplex are
the propellant consumptions for maneuvers during the
first altitude-lifting segment, the autonomous flight
segment, the RVD segment, the second altitude-lifting
segment and the complex flight segment, respectively.
2.2.3. Constraints
First, the final altitude of each segment should be equal
to the initial altitude of the next segment.
hLif t1ðfinalÞ ¼ hAuto
hAutoðfinalÞ ¼ hRVD
hRVDðfinalÞ ¼ hLif t2
hLif t2ðfinalÞ ¼ hComplex
hComplexðfinalÞ ¼ hf
8>>><
>>>:
ð3Þ
Second, the maneuver revolution numbers are limited by
the telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) conditions:
NlowerðnÞ≤NmaneðnÞ≤NupperðnÞ ð4Þ
where NlowerðnÞ and NupperðnÞ are the lower and upper bound
of the nth maneuver's revolution number NmaneðnÞ.
The microgravity environment condition is one of the
most special resources of a space station, and it has uniqueTime
Planning Period
Vehicle initial
injection orbit
e-lifting
ent
Rendezvous and
docking segment
Second altitude-lifting
segment
Complex flight
segment
Autonomous
flight segment
station orbit design mission.
Table 1
Definitions of variables.
Variable Definition Variable Definition
hLift1 Initial altitude of the first altitude-lifting segment tAutoðjÞ
Time of the jth orbital maneuver during the autonomous flight
segment
hAuto Initial altitude of the autonomous flight segment nAuto
Total number of orbital maneuvers during the autonomous flight
segment
hRVD Initial altitude of the RVD segment tRVDðkÞ Time of the kth orbital maneuver during the RVD segment
hLift2 Initial altitude of the second altitude-lifting segment nRVD Total number of orbital maneuvers during the RVD segment
hcomplex Initial altitude of the complex flight segment tLift2ðlÞ
Time of the lth orbital maneuver during the second altitude-
lifting segment
hf Terminal altitude of the planning period nLift2
Total number of orbital maneuvers during the second altitude-
lifting segment
tLift1ðiÞ
Time of the ithorbital maneuver during the first altitude-lifting
segment
tcomplexðmÞ
Time of the mth orbital maneuver during the complex flight
segment
nLift1
Total number of orbital maneuvers during the first altitude-
lifting segment
ncomplex
Total number of orbital maneuvers during the complex flight
segment
K.-P. Lin et al. / Acta Astronautica 89 (2013) 195–204198values for scientific research related to physics, materials,
biology, and biomedicine. Carrying on microgravity experi-
ments requires a time period lasting more than 30 days,
during which any orbital maneuvers are forbidden [2].
The requirement for microgravity experiments can be
expressed as
tmaneðnÞ∉Ωmc:ex:ðpÞðp¼ 1;2; :::;Nm:e:Þ ð5Þ
where tmaneðnÞ is the time of the nth orbital maneuver,
Ωmc:ex:ðpÞ ¼ ½tstarðpÞ; tf inalðpÞ is the coverage duration of the
pth microgravity experiment, and Nm:e: is the number of
times of the microgravity experiments.
2.3. Orbital dynamics model
The space station orbit is influenced by many perturba-
tion forces, such as the non-spherical gravity of the Earth,
the atmospheric drag, and the third-body gravity caused
by the sun or the moon [12]. Within these perturbations,
the atmospheric drag is the most dominant factor that
leads to the orbit decay [13]. The general dynamic equa-
tions for describing a spacecraft with various perturba-
tions are known as the Cowell's formulation [14]:
dv
dt ¼− μr3 rþ anonspherical þ adrag þ a3−body þ aSR þ athrust þ aother
dr
dt ¼ v
(
ð6Þ
where r and v are the position and velocity vectors
respectively, μ is the gravitational parameter, anonspherical is
the acceleration caused by the non-spherical gravity of the
Earth, adrag is the atmospheric drag acceleration, a3−body is
the third-body acceleration, aSR is the solar-radiation pres-
sure acceleration, athrust is the thrust acceleration, and aother
is the acceleration caused by any other perturbation forces.
The atmospheric drag acceleration is computed by [2]
adrag ¼−
1
2
ρCD
A
m
v ð7Þ
where ρ is the atmospheric density, CD is the drag
coefficient, A is the average cross-sectional area, and m is
the mass.
In this study, the orbit transfers for the space station
and the resupply vehicle are mainly performed to adjustthe semi-major axis. Based on the Gauss's form of variation
equations, the in-track maneuver impulse used to adjust
the semi-major axis can be expressed as [14]
Δv1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2μaaim
rp0ðrp0þaaimÞ
q
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2μra0
rp0ðrp0þra0Þ
q
Δv2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
μ
a3aim
q
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2μrp0
aaimðrp0þaaimÞ
q
Δvt ¼ jΔv1j þ jΔv2j
8>><
>>:
ð8Þ
where aaim is the semi-major axis of the target orbit, and rp0
and ra0 are the perigee and the apogee altitudes of the initial
orbit. The amount of propellant required for a maneuver is
calculated using the Tsiolkovsky rocket equation [5]:
mp ¼m ½1−expð−jΔvt j=IsÞ ð9Þ
where Is is the specific impulse of thrusters.
The orbital dynamics models, i.e. Eqs. (6)–(9), provided
above are used to propagate the trajectory of the space
station and to calculate the propellant consumption.
3. Dynamic programming model
3.1. Dynamic programming method
The dynamic programming method (DPM) is applicable
to the multi-step decision process in this study, which has
a dynamic structure. The best decisions for different steps
are to be found one after another, and are well adapted to
apply the Bellman's principle of optimality. This principle
of optimality states that on an optimal solution, no matter
where it starts, the remaining trajectory must be optimal
[8]. The optimal control model of the dynamic program-
ming problem in this study can be formulated as
M¼min ∑
N
k ¼ 1
υkðxk;ukÞ
s:t:
xkþ1 ¼ Tkðxk;ukÞ
uk ¼ Gkðxk; xkþ1Þ
xk∈XkðxkÞ
uk∈DkðukÞ
8>><
>>:
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where N is the total number of decision segments, k is the
node number, υk is the step cost, xk is the state variable, Xk
K.-P. Lin et al. / Acta Astronautica 89 (2013) 195–204 199is the augmented state vector, uk is the control variable, Dk
is the augmented control vector, Tk is the mapping
relationship function between the states and forms the
segment boundaries, and Gk is the control law describing
the control variables' dependent relationship on the state
variables of the considered segment and the following
segment.
The mapping relationship Tk is an implicit function
deciding the following segment's state variables xkþ1 based
on the current segment's state variables xk and control
variables uk. The dynamic programming process advances
forward based on the mapping relationship Tk connecting
segments and the control law Gk which decides the
optimization paths. The dynamic programming structure
is given as follows. Starting from the last segment N, one
determines the optimal control for each state variable at
segment N−1 based on all the available control variables.
Then, knowing the optimal control of each state variable at
segment N−1, one determines the optimal control for each
state variable at segment N−2, again using all the available
control variables. This procedure continues recursively
backward until segment 1, from which the optimal solu-
tion to the entire dynamic programming problem is finally
obtained [10].
Based on the structure of the space station orbit design
model, the decision segments of dynamic programming
model are linked to the basic flight segments, and the orbital
altitudes of different flight segment are used as the state
variables. The control law of DPM used here is to determine
the altitude of the next segment based on that of the current
segment. The control variable of each decision segment is
next segment's state variable, and therefore the domain of
definition of the control variable consists of the available
values of the orbital altitude of the next segment. Moreover,
the propellant consumption of each flight segment is used as
the step cost of each decision segment. The total propellant
consumption of all segments is defined as the total objective
function. The planning model for the space station orbit
design problem using DPM is discussed in detail in the
following subsections.
3.2. State variables and control variables
The state variables are defined as the orbital altitudes of
different flight segments:
XDPM ¼ ðx1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6ÞT ¼ ðhLift1; hAuto; hRVD; hLift2; hComplex; hf ÞT
ð11Þ
During the RVD segment, the space station does not
execute any maneuvers and the time of flight of this
segment is only a couple of days, so the altitude of this
segment almost keeps constant, i.e. hRVD ¼ hRVDðfinalÞ.
Based on Eq. (3), hRVD ¼ hLift2. Therefore, the RVD segment
and the second altitude-lifting segment are combined as
one decision segment and the total number of decision
segments is reduced to be five, i.e. N¼ 5. The state
variables are modified accordingly as
XDPM ¼ ðx1; x2; x3; x4; x5ÞT ¼ ðhLift1; hAuto; hRVD; hComplex; hf ÞT ð12Þ
The control variables of each segment are calculated
based on the state variables of this segment and the nextsegment, as given by
u1∈D1ðx1Þ ¼ g1ðx1; x2Þ ¼ g1ðhLift1; hAutoÞ
u2∈D2ðx2Þ ¼ g2ðx2; x3Þ ¼ g2ðhAuto; hRVDÞ
u3∈D3ðx3Þ ¼ g3ðx3; x4Þ ¼ g3ðhRVD; hComplexÞ
u4∈D4ðx4Þ ¼ g4ðx4; x5Þ ¼ g4ðhComplex; hf Þ
8>><
>>:
ð13Þ
The complex flight orbit should be higher than the RVD
orbit; otherwise the space station could waste propellant
to execute maneuvers to lower the orbit altitude. Conse-
quently, the control variable of the third decision segment
should be larger than the current state variable of the third
segment.
x3≤u3;u3∈D3ðx3Þ ð14Þ3.3. Step cost and objective function calculating approaches
The step cost is the propellant consumption of each
segment, as given by
υ1ðx1; u1Þ ¼ ∑
nLif t1
i ¼ 1
ΔmLif t1ðiÞ
υ2ðx2; u2Þ ¼ ∑
nAuto
j ¼ 1
ΔmAutoðjÞ
υ3ðx3; u3Þ ¼ ∑
nRVD
k ¼ 1
ΔmRVDðkÞ þ ∑
nLif t2
l ¼ 1
ΔmLif t2ðlÞ
υ4ðx4; u4Þ ¼ ∑
nComplex
m ¼ 1
ΔmComplexðmÞ
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð15Þ
υ1ðx1;u1Þ is the propellant consumption for lifting the
station alone to the autonomous flight orbit. υ3ðx3;u3Þ is
the sum of propellant consumptions for lifting the resup-
ply vehicle from the initial injection orbit to the RVD orbit
and for lifting the space station and the docked vehicle to
the complex flight orbit. υ1ðx1;u1Þ and υ3ðx3;u3Þare calcu-
lated by Eqs. (8) and (9) respectively.
υ2ðx2;u2Þ and υ4ðx4;u4Þ are the propellant consumptions
for altitude-decay maintenance during the autonomous
flight segment and the complex flight segment respec-
tively, with the final altitude constraint given by Eq. (3).
The planning of the maintenance maneuvers during the
autonomous flight segment and the complex flight seg-
ment presents an orbital long-duration two-point bound-
ary value problem. Due to the high computation cost for
integrating a long-duration trajectory, nonlinear program-
ming (NLP) algorithms, which evaluate the objective a
number of times, are not applicable. Therefore, a fast
shooting iteration method is employed, which is able to
converge rapidly with only a few times of iteration. The
shooting iteration method used combines analytically
approximate models and numerical trajectory integration
[7], as illustrated in Fig. 2. The nth orbit maneuver
Δvnðn¼ 1;2:::;NÞ is calculated using Eq. (8), based on the
semi-major axis deviation δan. The final dispersion δaðtf Þ
obtained by integrating the trajectory according to the
maneuver data is used to calculate the final iterative
maneuver δðΔv1Þ.
Fig. 2. Iteration flow for calculating the second and the fourth step costs.
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the last segment
υ5ðx5;u5Þ ¼ 0 ð16Þ
The total objective function is the sum of all step costs
M¼min ∑
5
k ¼ 1
υkðxk;ukÞ
" #
ð17Þ
The cost-to-go function of the kth step is the sum of
this step to the last step [8], as given by
f kðxkÞ ¼min ∑
5
i ¼ k
υiðxi;uiÞ
" #
ð18Þ
Since the search of the optimal control at each segment
is independent of the initial states and controls used
before the current segment, the goal, to seek the minimum
of the cost-to-go function of the current segment, is only
related to the step cost of the current segment and the
cost-to-go function of the next segment, as given by
f kðxkÞ ¼ min
uk∈DkðxkÞ
½υkðxk;ukÞ þ f kþ1ðxkþ1Þ ð19Þ
According to the DPM, the optimization process starts
at k¼ 5 and continues recursively down to k¼ 1 using
Eq. (19), and then the optimal total objective function can
be obtained.4. Results
4.1. Problem configuration
The space station operation task here is assumed to be
performed in 2020. This task lasts about six months,
including three months for the autonomous flight seg-
ment, three days for the RVD segment, and three months
for the complex flight segment. The space station will be
resupplied by a cargo vehicle at the end of the third
month. At the end of this task, the space station will
prepare for the visiting of a manned vehicle.
The initial orbital altitude of the space station is 344 km
upon the Earth. During the task, the space station runs
between the orbital altitude range of 350–370 km, which
is also used as the docking altitude range of the cargo
vehicle. The perigee and apogee altitude of the initial
injection orbit of the cargo vehicle is 200 km and 350 km
respectively. The manned vehicle's RVD orbit is con-
strained to a two-day repeating-ground-track orbit, the
altitude of which is about 344 km corresponding to the
orbital inclination of 421.
Two microgravity experiments, each of which lasts
30 days, are arranged during the autonomous flight seg-
ment and the complex flight segment respectively. There-
fore, the altitude-decay maintenance maneuvers of the
two segments are executed at the 30th, 60th, 120th, and
150th day respectively. This space station operation task is
shown in Fig. 3.
4.2. Augmented state vector and augmented control vector
The orbital altitude range 350–370 km is discretized
with the span of 5 km: 350 km, 355 km, 360 km, 365 km
and 370 km, and therefore the augmented state vector of
each decision segment, i.e. the available values of the state
variables, can be given by
x1∈X1 ¼ f344 kmg
x2∈X2 ¼ f350 km;355 km;360 km;365 km;370 kmg
x3∈X3 ¼ f350 km;355 km;360 km;365 km;370 kmg
x4∈X4 ¼ f350 km;355 km;360 km;365 km;370 kmg
x5∈X5 ¼ f344 kmg
8>>><
>>>:
ð20Þ
Furthermore, the augmented control vectors of each
decision segment, i.e. the available values of control
variables, are obtained as follows:
D1ð344kmÞ ¼ X2
D2ð350kmÞ ¼D2ð355kmÞ ¼D2ð360kmÞ ¼D2ð365kmÞ ¼D2ð370kmÞ ¼ X3
D3ð350kmÞ ¼ X4
D3ð355kmÞ ¼ f355km;360km;365km;370km

DX4
D3ð360kmÞ ¼ f360km;365km;370km

DX4
D3ð365kmÞ ¼ f365km;370km

DX4
D3ð370kmÞ ¼ f370kmgDX4
D4ð350kmÞ ¼D4ð355kmÞ ¼D4ð360kmÞ ¼D4ð365kmÞ ¼D4ð370kmÞ ¼ X5
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð21Þ
The augmented state vectors and augmented control
vectors are explicitly shown in Fig. 4. The lines connecting
one node to the next one express the available selections
as the control law of each segment.
Fig. 3. Space station operation task.
Initial
orbit
Rendezvous and
docking orbit
Autonomous
flight orbit
Terminal
orbit
350
355
360
365
370
344 344
350
355
360
365
370
Complex flight
orbit
Segment I Segment II Segment III Segment IV
350
355
360
365
370
Fig. 4. Dynamic structure of the space station orbit design mission.
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υ1ðx1;u1Þ ¼ΔmLif t1ð1Þ
υ2ðx2;u2Þ ¼ΔmAutoð1Þ þ ΔmAutoð2Þ
υ3ðx3;u3Þ ¼ΔmRVDð1Þ þ ΔmRVDð2Þ þ ΔmLif t2ð1Þ
υ4ðx4;u4Þ ¼ΔmComplexð1Þ þ ΔmComplexð2Þ
υ5ðx5;u5Þ ¼ 0
8>>><
>>>:
ð22Þ
4.3. Propellant optimal results
The trajectory of the space station is simulated by
integrating the Eq. (6). The space station's and the cargo
vehicle's dynamics model parameters for orbit simulation
are listed in Table 2. The Earth gravity model used is the
Joint Gravity Model 3 (JGM3) [15], and both the degree and
order are set to 21. The atmospheric density model used is
the Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and
Incoherent Scatter Radar Exosphere 2000 (NRLMSISE-00)model [16]. The average radius of the Earth is Re ¼
6378:137km.
According to the calculating approaches presented in
Section 3.3, the step cost related to all possible control
laws in each decision segment is listed in Tables 3–6.
Eventually, on the basis of the step cost in each
segment obtained above, the objective function could be
optimized by Eq. (19). The result is
M¼min ∑
5
k ¼ 1
υkðxk;ukÞ
¼ υ1ð344 km;370 kmÞ þ υ2ð370 km;370 kmÞ
þυ3ð370 km;370 kmÞ þ υ4ð370 km;344 kmÞ þ υ5
¼ ð495:17þ 464:93þ 272:1þ 34:45þ 0Þkg
¼ 1266:65 kg
The optimal state variables of each segment obtained
by dynamic programming are: 344 km in segment I,
370 km in segment II, 370 km in segment III, 370 km in
Table 2
Spacecrafts' dynamics model parameters.
Space station Cargo vehicle
Mass 100,000 kg 15,000 kg
Drag area 500 m2 40 m2
Engine's specific thrust 3000 N/s 3000 N/s
Drag coefficient 2.2 2.2
Daily F10.7 150 150
Average F10.7 150 150
Geomagnetic flux index (Kp) 4 4
Table 3
Propellant for altitude-lifting in segment I/υ1ðx1;u1Þ (kg).
State variable
in segment I (km)
Available state variables
in segment II (km)
370 365 360 355 350
344 495.17 400.13 305.01 209.79 114.48
Table 4
Propellant for orbit maintenance in segment II/υ2ðx2;u2Þ (kg).
State variables
in segment II (km)
Available state variables
in segment III (km)
370 365 360 355 350
370 464.93 386.28 309.45 231.6 155.6
365 594.49 517.33 437.33 356.74 281.26
360 718.61 646.86 571.4 495.2 415.1
355 853.08 778.27 708.32 625.3 552.01
350 997.44 923.31 848.21 773.57 700.39
Table 5
Total propellant for altitude-lifting in segment III/υ3ðx3;u3Þ (kg).
State variables
in segment III (km)
Available state variables
in segment IV (km)
370 365 360 355 350
370 272.1 – – – –
365 381.32 258.11 – – –
360 490.67 367.45 244.09 – –
355 600.17 476.92 353.55 230.04 –
350 709.8 586.54 463.15 339.62 215.96
Table 6
Propellant for orbit maintenance in segment IV/υ4ðx4 ;u4Þ (kg).
State variables
in segment IV (km)
Terminal altitude (km)
344
370 34.45
365 183.17
360 331.46
355 478.35
350 644.51
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optimal total propellant consumption is 1266.65 kg.4.4. Analysis and discussion
It is one of the distinct advantages of dynamic
programming that after the optimizing process, all the
values of objective functions corresponding to all possible
combination of each segment's control law are obtained.
A combination of each segment's control law represents
one case of space station orbital mission scenario. Five
space station orbital mission scenarios are chosen hereinto compare the optimal result obtained and are presented
in Fig. 5. Scenario 1: the space station runs on the highest orbit
during the autonomous and the complex flight seg-
ments, and docks with the cargo vehicle at the second
highest altitude. Scenario 2: the space station runs on the lowest orbit
during the autonomous and the complex flight seg-
ments, and docks with the cargo vehicle at the lower
bound of the altitude range. Scenario 3: the space station runs on the highest orbit
during the autonomous and the complex flight seg-
ments, and docks with the cargo vehicle at the lowest
altitude. This scenario is consistent with the orbital
altitude strategy used by Messerchmid and Bertrand [2]. Scenario 4: the space station runs on the highest orbit
during the autonomous flight segment, while runs on
the lowest orbit during the RVD and the complex flight
segments. Scenario 5: the space station runs on the lowest orbit
during the autonomous and the RVD segments, while
runs on the highest orbit during the complex flight
segment.
The corresponding objective functions of the five sce-
narios are calculated using the step cost values listed in
Table 3–6, and are compared in Table 7. From the compar-
ison, it can be found that the optimal result obtained by
the proposed approach consumes 128.36 kg propellant
less than Scenario 3, the orbital altitude strategy used by
Messerchmid and Bertrand [2]. Also, the optimal result
obtained by the proposed approach is better than the
other four orbital altitude strategies given above. Conse-
quently, the validity of the optimal result obtained by the
proposed approach is testified.5. Conclusion
A period planning model is developed for the space
station long-duration multi-step orbit design problem, and
then is solved by using the dynamic programming
method. To improve the calculating efficiency of the step
cost, a shooting iteration method combining analytically
approximate models and numerical trajectory integration
is adopted. The results lead to two major conclusions. First,
the long-duration multi-step orbit design problem of the
space station can be successfully solved by the proposed
approach, with consideration of the interaction effects
Initial
orbit
Rendezvous and
docking orbit
Autonomous
flight orbit
Termina
orbit
l
350
355
360
365
370
344
350
355
360
365
370
344
350
355
360
365
370
Complex flight
orbit
Segment I Segment II Segment III Segment IV
495.17 kg
464.93 kg 272.1 kg
34.45 kg
Fig. 5. Optimal result of the space station orbit design mission.
Table 7
Comparison of different scenarios' objective functions.
Segment I II III IV V Objective function (kg)
Scenario 1
State variable (km) 344 370 365 370 344 1297.21
Step cost (kg) 495.16 386.28 381.32 34.45 0
Scenario 2
State variable (km) 344 350 350 350 344 1675.34
Step cost (kg) 114.48 700.39 215.96 644.51 0
Scenario 3
State variable (km) 344 370 350 370 344 1395.01
Step cost (kg) 495.16 155.6 709.8 34.45 0
Scenario 4
State variable (km) 344 370 350 350 344 1511.23
Step cost (kg) 495.16 155.6 215.96 644.51 0
Scenario 5
State variable (km) 344 350 350 370 344 1559.12
Step cost (kg) 114.48 700.39 709.8 34.45 0
Optimal result
State variable (km) 344 370 370 370 344 1266.65
Step cost (kg) 495.17 464.93 272.1 34.45 0
K.-P. Lin et al. / Acta Astronautica 89 (2013) 195–204 203between different flight segments. Second, the optimal
solution obtained by the proposed approach can save
considerable propellant for the space station than previous
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